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ABSTRACT
Context. The Kepler Object of Interest Network (KOINet) is a multi-site network of telescopes around the globe organised for follow-
up observations of transiting planet candidate Kepler objects of interest (KOIs) with large transit timing variations (TTVs). The main
goal of KOINet is the completion of their TTV curves as the Kepler telescope stopped observing the original Kepler field in 2013.
Aims. We ensure a comprehensive characterisation of the investigated systems by analysing Kepler data combined with new ground-
based transit data using a photodynamical model. This method is applied to the Kepler-82 system leading to its first dynamic analysis.
Methods. In order to provide a coherent description of all observations simultaneously, we combine the numerical integration of the
gravitational dynamics of a system over the time span of observations with a transit light curve model. To explore the model parameter
space, this photodynamical model is coupled with a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm.
Results. The Kepler-82b/c system shows sinusoidal TTVs due to their near 2:1 resonance dynamical interaction. An additional
chopping effect in the TTVs of Kepler-82c hints to a further planet near the 3:2 or 3:1 resonance. We photodynamically analysed
Kepler long- and short-cadence data and three new transit observations obtained by KOINet between 2014 and 2018. Our result reveals
a non-transiting outer planet with a mass of m f “ 20.9˘ 1.0 MC near the 3:2 resonance to the outermost known planet, Kepler-82c.
Furthermore, we determined the densities of planets b and c to the significantly more precise values ρb “ 0.98`0.10´0.14 g cm´3 and
ρc “ 0.494`0.066´0.077 g cm´3.
Key words. planets and satellites: dynamical evolution and stability – planets and satellites: detection – methods: data analysis –
techniques: photometric – stars: individual: Kepler-82 – stars: fundamental parameters
1. Introduction
There is no doubt about the impact that the Kepler Space Tele-
scope has had on the exoplanetary field. Among many other out-
standing and benchmark contributions, such as the first possibly
habitable planet with known radius (Borucki et al. 2012), and the
first exoplanet ever found with two suns in its sky (Doyle et al.
‹ Ground-based photometry is only available at the CDS via anony-
mous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http:
//cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A
2011), Kepler data have allowed us to characterise planetary
masses via transit timing variations (TTVs, see e.g. Fabrycky
et al. 2012; Mazeh et al. 2013; Steffen et al. 2013). Nonetheless,
after four years of continuous monitoring of the same field of
view, the nominal observations of Kepler came to an end. This
left several Kepler objects of interest (KOIs) without a proper
characterisation, even though they presented large amplitude
TTVs in the Kepler data alone. To continue with the successful
characterisation of planetary masses of KOIs via TTVs, we have
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organised the Kepler Object of Interest Network1 (KOINet). To
date, results of our network comprise KOINet’s first light (von
Essen et al. 2018), and the in-depth photodynamical character-
isation of Kepler-9b/c (Freudenthal et al. 2018). While in the
former we demonstrated KOINet’s strategy and functionality,
along with initial results on four KOIs, in the latter we were
able to determine values for the planetary densities that are the
most precise measurements in the regime of Neptune-like exo-
planets. Furthermore, we predicted that the transits of Kepler-
9c would disappear in about 30 years. These results arose from
the combination of the Kepler long- and short-cadence data with
KOINet follow-up transit observations, along with a comprehen-
sive and coherent analysis carried out with our photodynamical
modelling. Similar analyses have likewise revealed precise plan-
etary densities for other systems, like Kepler-117 by Almenara
et al. (2015), K2-19 by Barros et al. (2015), WASP-47 by Alme-
nara et al. (2016), Kepler-138 by Almenara et al. (2018a), and
Kepler-419 by Almenara et al. (2018b). In many of these cases
the authors also demonstrated consistent planetary mass deter-
minations from TTV and radial velocity (RV) measurements.
From amongst our KOINet targets we pinpointed Kepler-82
(KOI 0880) as an interesting system that deserves a detailed pho-
todynamical analysis. The Kepler-82 system contains a total of
four confirmed transiting planets. The two inner planets have pe-
riods of Pd “ 2.38 d and Pe “ 5.90 d, which were confirmed
by Rowe et al. (2014). The two outer planets have a period ratio
close to 2:1 with Pb “ 26.44 d and Pc “ 51.54 d. This com-
mensurability of the periods results in strong TTVs (see Fig. 1),
which led to the confirmation of the two outer planets a year be-
fore the inner planets (Xie 2013). The inner two planets are not
much affected by this dynamical interaction and also show no
measurable dynamical interaction with one another. Yet Kepler-
82e shows TTVs with an amplitude of about 15 min, where
the uncertainties of the transit times are of the same order, and
the variations are without significant periodicity (Holczer et al.
2016). Ofir et al. (2018) found TTVs in Kepler-82d with an am-
plitude of 10.3`1.8´1.4 min and a frequency peak that just surpassed
their significance criteria. The peak does not correspond to any
expected dynamical frequency.
The first characterisation of the Kepler-82b/c TTVs was car-
ried out by Xie (2013). The author found the TTVs to be sinu-
soidal as expected for near 2:1 mean-motion resonance (MMR)
systems. In contrast with many other similar systems, the
sinusoidal-shaped TTVs of both planets are not anti-correlated;
instead the phase difference is close to zero. The author cal-
culated the nominal masses assuming a two-planet system and
found a relatively large mass ratio of mb{mc „ 100.6 „ 4, which
means a very large density ratio of ρb{ρc „ 4 ˆ p5.35{4q3 „
10. Another nominal mass computation by Hadden & Lithwick
(2014) indicates a smaller mass („ 3) and density ratio („ 7).
A further characterisation was done by Ofir et al. (2018)
by analysing periodograms of the TTVs of Kepler-82b/c. They
found the most significant peak in the periodogram of Kepler-
82b fits the 2:1 MMR super frequency. However, the highest
amplitude peak of Kepler-82c is notably offset from the high-
est peak of Kepler-82b and the 2:1 MMR super frequency. Ad-
ditionally, they found one other significant peak for Kepler-82b
and three in Kepler-82c.
The following work includes the first dynamical analysis of
the Kepler-82b/c system. We applied a photodynamical model
to Kepler data and ground-based follow-up observations from
KOINet. With this we were able to constrain the planetary
1 koinet.astro.physik.uni-goettingen.de
masses more precisely, and by including another non-transiting
planet, most of the frequency peaks, can be explained. Further-
more, we were able to determine the stellar mass, radius and
age from our results by combining the modelled stellar densi-
ties with spectroscopic values and comparing these values with
stellar evolution models.
The paper is structured as follows. The data acquisition and
treatment within the KOINet is described in Sect. 2. We present
our own implementation of a photodynamical model in Sect. 3.
The detection of a third dynamically important non-transiting
planet in the TTVs of Kepler-82c is described in detail in Sect. 4.
The results from the analysis are discussed in Sect. 5. We end the
paper with a conclusion in Sect. 6.
2. KOINet data
In order to organise the KOINet observations we calculated tran-
sit time predictions from the Kepler observations as described in
Sect. 2.5 of von Essen et al. (2018). In the case of Kepler-82b,
a linear plus sine function was fitted to predict future times of
transit. For Kepler-82c we provided two different predictions.
One coming from a sine plus linear fit, and one from fitting a
parabolic function as a turnover to the sine curve was not mea-
sured by the Kepler observations. The low precision in the tran-
sit time predictions of Kepler-82c in particular led to only a
small fraction of KOINet Kepler-82 light curves with transits in-
cluded. Between 2014 and 2018 eleven light curves of Kepler-82
were obtained, while only three of them show transit signals of
Kepler-82b/c.
Table 1 lists the main characteristics of the data presented in
this paper, such as the observing telescope and the observation
dates the precision of the data, the total duration of the observa-
tion, and the transit coverage. To increase the photometric preci-
sion of the collected data, we have, when possible, slightly de-
focused the telescopes (Kjeldsen & Frandsen 1992; Southworth
et al. 2009). Below is a brief description of the main characteris-
tics of each of the telescopes involved in this work.
The Apache Point Observatory hosts the Astrophysical Re-
search Consortium 3.5 m telescope (henceforth “ARC 3.5 m”),
and is located in New Mexico, United States of America. The
photodynamical analysis of Kepler-82 presented here includes
one light curve taken with the ARC 3.5 m during our first ob-
serving campaign in 2014.
The 2.5 m Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT 2.5 m) is lo-
cated at the Observatorio Roque de los Muchachos in La Palma,
Spain. Currently, telescope time for KOINet is assigned via a
large (three-years) program. Here, we present two light curves
taken between the fourth and fifth observing seasons.
The 80 centimetre telescope of the Instituto de Astrofísica de
Canarias (IAC 0.8 m) is located at the Observatorio del Teide, in
the Canary Islands, Spain. The one transit light curve obtained
in the first season of KOINet suffered from technical difficul-
ties during the night. For this reason the resulting science frames
were corrupted and, thus, it was impossible for us to properly
reduce them.
The Oskar Lühning Telescope (OLT 1.2 m) has a 1.2 m aper-
ture diameter and is located at the Hamburger Observatory in
Hamburg, Germany. Kepler-82 was observed for one night in
the first season of KOINet with OLT 1.2m. Unfortunately, the
observation taken in 2014 suffered from technical difficulties.
The Telescopi Joan Oró is a fully robotic 80 centimetre tele-
scope (TJO 0.8 m) located at the Observatori Astronomic del
Montsec, in the north-east of Spain. The parabolic prediction of
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Table 1. Characteristics of collected ground-based transit light curves of Kepler-82b/c, collected through KOINet.
Date Planet Telescope σres N CAD Ttot TC
yyyy.mm.dd [ppt] [sec] [hours]
2014.09.04 b ARC 3.5 m 1.1 235 60 4.6 - - B E O
2017.07.08 c NOT 2.5 m 1.4 111 193 4.2 O I - - -
2018.07.05 c NOT 2.5 m 1.2 112 179 5.7 O I - - -
2015.05.26 b SAO 6.5 m 0.3 32 68 1.1 Only off-transit data
2015.05.28 c CAHA 2.2 m 10.8 75 86 1.9 Only off-transit data
2015.07.19 c CAHA 3.5 m 4.4 292 102 6.8 Parabolic solution was chosen
c LIV 2 m 1.5 112 90 3.0 Parabolic solution was chosen
c TJO 0.8 m 4.4 163 69 4.4 Parabolic solution was chosen
2018.07.05 c KRYO 1.2 m 3.7 242 83 5.8 Only off-transit data
2014.07.23 IAC 0.8 m Corrupted data
OLT 1.2 m Corrupted data
Notes. From left to right: the date on which the observations were carried out, in years, months and days; the planet the transit belongs to; an
acronym for the telescope used to perform the observations; the precision of the data in parts-per-thousand (ppt), σres; the number of frames
acquired during the night, N; the cadence of the data considering the readout time in seconds, CAD; the total duration of the observations in hours,
Ttot; the transit coverage, TC. The letter code to specify the transit coverage during each observation is the following: O: out of transit, before
ingress. I: ingress. B: flat bottom. E: egress. O: out of transit, after egress.
Kepler-82c was chosen as transit time for an observation. The
obtained observation contains only off-transit data.
The fully robotic 2 m Liverpool telescope (LIV 2 m; Steele
et al. 2004) is located at the Observatorio Roque de los Mucha-
chos and is owned and operated by Liverpool John Moores Uni-
versity. During the second season of KOINet a transit time pre-
dicted from parabolic TTVs was chosen for an observation. The
resulting light curve does not contain a transit.
The Centro Astronómico Hispano-Alemán hosts, among
others, a 2.2 m and a 3.5 m telescope (“CAHA 2.2 m” and
“CAHA 3.5 m”). An observation was taken with each telescope.
No transit is present in the light curves.
The MMT observatory, a joint venture of the Smithso-
nian Institution and the University of Arizona, is located on
the summit of Mt. Hopkins in south-eastern Arizona, United
States of America. The telescope has a collecting area of 6.5 m
(SAO 6.5 m). The data collected with this telescope were of sub-
millimagnitude precision, but taken outside transit due to bad
scheduling decisions.
The National Observatory of Athens hosts the 1.2 m
Cassegrain telescope of the Astronomical Station Kryoneri
(KRYO 1.2 m). For the last 40 years the telescope has been op-
erational, with an extensive upgrade taking place in 2016. Data
collected with this telescope were of good quality, however taken
outside transit.
All collected observations underwent the KOINet reduction
pipeline, and a preliminary analysis for deriving reliable error-
bars and the detrending components. This process is described
in von Essen et al. (2018) and Freudenthal et al. (2018).
3. The photodynamical model
For the KOINet data analysis we developed a simultaneous tran-
sit light curve model for all observations of each system that
takes the system dynamics into account. This allows us to deter-
mine the planetary masses in addition to the transit parameters.
A full description of our photodynamical model can be found
in Freudenthal et al. (2018). Briefly, we combine a numerical
integration of the whole system over the time span of obser-
vations, and from the output sky positions (projected distance
of each planet to the star) we calculate the transit light curve.
We use a second-order mixed-variable symplectic (MVS) algo-
rithm to perform the numerical integration as implemented in
our python-wrapper for mercury6 (Chambers 1999). The inte-
grator is complemented by first-order post-Newtonian correction
(Kidder 1995), and we correct the individual times for the light-
travel-time effect for each planet. From the numerical integra-
tion of the system we extract the planet-to-star centre distances
to calculate the light curve through the transit model of Mandel
& Agol (2002). Here we use the occultquad routine with the
quadratic limb-darkening law implemented.
As in Freudenthal et al. (2018), the numerical integration is
done on a coarse grid, and only in the vicinity of transits is the
integration refined with a time step of 0.01 d. The coarse grid
is optimised to give the shortest possible computation time with
sufficient accuracy. For this system a time step of a hundred-
twentieth of the period of the innermost included planet was
used. For long-cadence data we take the finite integration time
into account(Kipping 2010). Hence, we compute the transit light
curve with a time step of „ 1 minute and rebin it to the cadence
of the data points.
Our photodynamical model is coupled to the Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) emcee3 algorithm (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013). All fitting parameters have uniform priors with
broad boundaries chosen to avoid non-physical results. A de-
tailed description of the model parameters can be found in
Freudenthal et al. (2018). To summarise, the model requires the
mass, m, and the radius R of the central star, as well as the two
quadratic limb darkening coefficients, c1 and c2, that reflect the
wavelength response of the optical setup of each telescope per
instrument, and per planet, p (p P tb, c, f u from Sect. 4 and for
example in the Tables 2 and A.2) the parameters are described
below.
A mass ratio is needed. For the innermost planet the ratio to
the central star, m1{mS , is taken and for all other planets the ratio
to the next inner one, mp{mp1 . Secondly, a parameter to calculate
the semi-major axis, a, is needed. In the case of transiting planets
it is calculated from the mean period, Pp and as a free parameter
a correction factor, ap,corr:
ap “
˜
P2pGpmS ` mpq
4pi2
¸1{3
¨ ap,corr ,
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with the gravitational constant, G. We fitted a linear ephemeris
T “ ∆Tp,0 ` Pp ¨ n to the transit times, T , giving us the mean
period Pp and an offset ∆Tp,0. For non-transiting planets the
semi-major axis is calculated from the period given by a pe-
riod ratio to the next inner planet. Furthermore, the eccentric-
ity, ep, is needed. The orbital angles, inclination, ip, argument
of the periastron, ωp, and the longitude of the ascending node,
Ωp, are needed. Whereas the latter is fixed to zero for the inner-
most planet, the other values are given relative to the innermost
planet. The instantaneous position of the planets at a given refer-
ence time needs to be defined. We take the mean anomaly, Mp,
as measurement for the position of each planet. This angle is
calculated from the mean period, Pp, as well as the offset, ∆Tp,0.
As a free parameter, we have an addition to this derived mean
anomaly, Mp,corr:
Mp “ Mp,Kepler ´ 2piPp ∆Tp,0 ` Mp,corr
with the mean anomaly at transit time calculated for a Kepler
orbit from the argument of periastron and eccentricity, Mp,Kepler,
and the second term is giving the difference between the mean
anomaly at transit time and the mean anomaly at the starting
time of the integration. That means the free parameter Mp,corr is
giving the correction from a pure Keplerian orbit due to the in-
teraction with the other planets. Lastly, The planet-to-star radius
ratio, Rp{RS , only for transiting planets needs to be given.
We treated Kepler data and ground based observations of
KOINet as the description in Freudenthal et al. (2018). From Ke-
pler photometry we extracted the transit duration symmetrically
around each transit mid point four times. To account for intrinsic
stellar photometric variability we normalised each transit light
curve dividing it by a time dependent second-order polynomial
optimised on the off-transit data points. The coefficients of this
parabola are derived through a simple least-squares minimisa-
tion routine. As previously mentioned, for long-cadence data,
the photodynamical light curve model is oversampled by a fac-
tor of 30 and rebinned to the actual data points. This procedure
is not necessary for short-cadence data. The high signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) of Kepler data allows us to include the quadratic limb
darkening coefficients into our free parameters set. This allows
for a more realistic inclination and star and planetary radii deter-
mination due to the good constrained transit shape.
Due to the lower S/N of the ground-based data, we fixed the
quadratic limb darkening coefficients to values which are derived
as described in von Essen et al. (2013) from stellar parameters
for the Johnson-Cousins R-band filter, which we used for all
of our observations. For stellar parameters closely matching the
ones of Kepler-82 (Petigura et al. 2017), the derived limb darken-
ing coefficients are c1 “ 0.52 and c2 “ 0.14. The best-matching
coefficients of the detrending components, derived during the
first data analysis (in Sect. 2), for each ground-based observa-
tion are calculated as a linear combination at each call of the
photodynamical model.
4. Dynamical analysis of Kepler-82
In the following sections we outline the detection of a fifth, non-
transiting planet in the Kepler-82 system, which is required to
explain the available data. We call the planet Kepler-82f here-
after.
In this work we analyse the transit light curves of the outer
two planets of Kepler-82, b and c. These planets have a period
ratio close to the 2:1 resonance. The inner two, d and e, show
Table 2. Planetary and Stellar parameters from photodynamical analy-
sis of the 3:2:1 resonance model on Kepler data and the three KOINet
transit light curves.
Parameter Values
Kepler-82b
mb{mS 0.0000401`0.0000028´0.0000025
m˚b rMCs 12.15`0.96´0.87
ab,corr 0.9999606`0.0000042´0.0000041
a˚b rAUs 0.1683˘ 0.0020
P˚b rds 26.44˘ 0.48
eb 0.0033`0.0019´0.0017
ib r0s 89.052`0.049´0.096
Ωb r0s 0 (fixed)
ωb r0s 236`23´26
Mb,corr r0s ´0.025`0.019´0.020
M˚b r0s 13`26´23
Rb{RS 0.04159`0.00049´0.00045
R˚b rRCs 4.07`0.24´0.10
ρ˚b rg cm´3s 0.98`0.11´0.16
Kepler-82c
mc{mb 1.14`0.14´0.13
mc˚ rMCs 13.9`1.3´1.2
ac,corr 0.999947`0.000018´0.000019
ac˚ rAUs 0.2626˘ 0.0032
Pc˚ rds 51.54˘ 0.94
ec 0.0070`0.0016´0.0018
ic r0s config. I 90.15`0.18´0.22
ic r0s config. II 89.78`0.17´0.15
Ωc r0s 1.6˘ 2.1
ωc r0s 162`12´20
Mc,corr r0s ´0.507˘ 0.020
Mc˚ r0s 131`20´12
Rc{RS 0.05453`0.00068´0.00053
Rc˚ rRCs 5.34`0.32´0.13
ρc˚ rg cm´3s 0.494`0.070´0.083
Kepler-82f
m f {mc 1.50`0.16´0.13
m˚f rMCs 20.9˘ 1.0
P f {Pc 1.46940`0.00023´0.00022
P˚f [d] 75.732˘ 0.012
a˚f rAUs 0.3395˘ 0.0041
e f 0.0014`0.0018´0.0010
i f r0s config. I 86.30˘ 0.56
i f r0s config. II 93.62`0.56´0.72
Ω f r0s 1.6`2.2´2.1
ω f r0s 62`70´47
M f r0s 125`47´70
Kepler-82
mS rM@s 0.91˘ 0.03 (fixed, Johnson et al. 2017)
RS rRds 0.898`0.042´0.018
ρ˚S rg cm´3s 1.77`0.11´0.23
c1,Kepler 0.522`0.054´0.075
c2,Kepler 0.12`0.14´0.09
Notes. Listed are the median values and 68.26% confidence interval
from the MCMC posterior distribution. The osculating orbital elements
are given at a reference time, BJD = 2454933.0. p˚qDerived, not fitted
parameters.Article number, page 4 of 18
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] Fig. 1. O-C diagrams of Kepler-82b at the top
and Kepler-82c at the bottom with transit times
from modelling the transits individually. The
black points refer to the transit data from the
Kepler telescope. The red points are the indi-
vidual transit times from the new KOINet ob-
servations (plotted in Fig. 2). The violet lines
show observed epochs but with non-detections
of transit. The green area indicates the 99.7 %
(light) and the 68.3 % (dark) confidence inter-
val of the 6:2:1 resonance model optimised on
Kepler long- and short-cadence data only, de-
rived from 1 000 randomly chosen models out
of the MCMC posterior distribution; the green
line is the median. The blue areas indicate the
3:2:1 resonance model solution. The grey areas
present the 2:1 resonance model.
no strong TTV amplitudes and especially no frequencies due to
interaction with the outer two (Ofir et al. 2018). In a first step we
determined the transit times from long-cadence Kepler data with
the procedure described in Sect. 4.1 of von Essen et al. (2018).
In addition to the near resonant interaction with Kepler-82b, the
transit times of Kepler-82c show a strong ’chopping’ component,
which is visible by a sudden jump in the transit time follow-
ing every three consecutive transits which show drifting transit
times. The period of chopping is controlled by the times between
conjunctions of planet c and the fifth planet, given by the synodic
period
Psyn “
ˇˇˇˇ
1
Pout
´ 1
Pin
ˇˇˇˇ´1
.
Since the jump in chopping is seen every three transits of planet
c, this indicates that the synodic period is either 3 ˆ Pc or
3{2 ˆ Pc, which would give a dependency of the acceleration
and the deceleration during the orbits of the inner planet from
three times its period. These synodic periods can be created by
an outer planet near the 3:2 or 3:1 resonance with planet c. Based
on the synodic period of planet c, an inner planet near the 3:4
or 3:5 resonance would also be possible; however, such a planet
would be near a 3:2 or 6:5 resonance with Kepler-82b, and would
then induce a strong signal in its TTVs. Such a TTV signal is not
measured; hence the fifth planet must orbit exterior to planet c.
For this reason we optimised the parameters of the two outer
unknown planet configurations (from now on the 3:2:1 and 6:2:1
resonance models, for convenience we skip the more accurate
notation of the planets being near resonant) in a photodynami-
cal model applied to the Kepler long-cadence (quarters 1-6) and
short-cadence (quarters 7-17) data. From the Kepler data alone,
both of the resonance models show the same probability. The
prediction for the transit times, however, start to diverge rapidly
after the Kepler mission terminates, as visualised in Fig. 1. The
figure shows the transit times with a linear ephemeris subtracted
(observed minus calculated, thus henceforth, O-C diagram) of
Kepler-82b at the top and of Kepler-82c at the bottom. For
Kepler-82b the models start to differ within 3σ by the end of
2015 and for Kepler-82c by mid 2014. The three KOINet tran-
sit light curves (plotted in Fig. 2; in the O-C diagram the tran-
sit times are indicated in red) show a clear preference for the
3:2:1 resonance model. In addition, the latest KOINet observa-
tion where no transit is measured clearly contradicts the 6:2:1
resonance model prediction.
On this account we re-optimised the 3:2:1 resonance model
parameters to the Kepler data complemented by the three
KOINet transit light curves. The resulting planetary and stel-
lar parameters from this fit can be found in Table 2. In the ap-
pendix Table A.2 lists the planetary and stellar parameters from
all model optimisation done in this work. The tables shows from
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Fig. 2. KOINet transit light curves of Kepler-
82. The three transit light curves (black) are
overplotted with 1000 random models of the
3:2:1 resonance optimised using Kepler long-
and short-cadence data (red) and including
these KOINet observations (blue).
top to bottom the modelled and derived values of Kepler-82b,
Kepler-82c, the new planet, Kepler-82f, and the central star.
The osculating orbital elements are given at the reference time
BJD = 2454933.0, 100 days later than the standard Kepler refer-
ence time (BKJD).
For comparison we also optimised the transiting 2-planet
system (2:1 resonance model) on the Kepler long- and short-
cadence data. The results are listed as well and presented in the
O-C diagram (Fig. 1) as grey areas.
4.1. Details of optimisation
We initially optimised the different planetary system models (de-
scribed later in this section) on the transit times, fixing all transit
shape determining parameters to narrow the parameter space for
the photodynamical analysis. We used the median values and
the 3σ interval of this analysis for a Gaussian random choice
of starting parameter sets. The parameters describing the transit
shape – the inclination, limb darkening coefficients and planet
and star radii – are taken from the individual transit fits.
We fixed the stellar mass to its literature value of
mS “ 0.91M@ (Johnson et al. 2017) during the TTV and the
photodynamical analysis. The uncertainty on the stellar mass,
σmS “ 0.03M@, is applied to the derived parameters that depend
on it via error propagation. In particular this affects the planetary
masses, semi-major axes, and periods.
Optimising a linear ephemeris to the Kepler transit times of
Kepler-82b/c, we obtained the offsets ∆Tb,0 “ 41.23683 d and
∆Tc,0 “ 22.52550 d as intercepts, and the mean periods Pb “
26.44404770 d and Pc “ 51.53912652 d as slopes. The offsets
and mean periods are used for the determination of the semi-
major axes and the mean anomalies, as described previously in
Sect. 3.
The properties of all of the photodynamical model optimisa-
tion procedures on the transit light curves are given in Table 3.
Listed are the parameters as follows. In the first row the number
of walkers used for extracting the final results are given. We ini-
tialised with more walkers; however, a variable number of walk-
ers ended in higher χ2 minima. Next, the number of iterations
we obtained per walker are given, followed by the number of it-
erations we used as initial burn-in. From the MCMC posterior
distribution we calculated the autocorrelation length according
to Goodman & Weare (2010), but averaging over the autocor-
relation function per walker instead of averaging directly over
the walker values, as discussed in the blog by Daniel Foreman-
Mackey2. The given autocorrelation length allows us to derive
the effective number of individual samples. The last two rows
contain the degree of freedom (dof) of the optimisation and the
best reduced χ2 value. We note a significant deviation from one
in the reduced χ2 values which is unexpected considering the
high dof numbers. For this reason, we quadratically add a sys-
2 https://dfm.io/posts/autocorr/
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Table 3. Properties of the optimisation of different models paired with different data sets.
Parameter Kepler data Kepler data Kepler data Kepler &
KOINet data
2:1 6:2:1 3:2:1 3:2:1
Walkers 56 59 91 86
Iterations per walker 20 000 75 000 100 000 175 000
Iterations burn-in per walker 10 000 25 000 25 000 25 000
Autocorrelation length 1 136 11 498 14 595 22 422
Independent samples in total 986 385 624 671
Degrees of freedom 63 372 63 365 63 365 63 823
Best χ2red 1.239 1.225 1.224 1.227
i = 90◦
i = 91
◦
i = 89◦
i = 92
◦
i = 88◦
i = 9
3◦
i = 87◦
i =
94
◦
i = 86 ◦
i =
95
◦
i = 85 ◦
b
c
c
f
f
Fig. 3. Configurations of the Kepler-82 system. With the star in grey
on the left side and the observer on the right side this shows the two
different configurations: b in violet has the same position in both, c and
f in red shows configuration I and in blue configuration II. The grey area
indicates the region of impact parameters below one. The distances are
not true to scale with the stellar radius, therefore a few inclination values
are indicated as dashed grey lines. A similar plot with true scales can be
found in the appendix in Fig. A.2.
tematic error of
b
χ2red ´ 1 „ 10% to the model parameter un-
certainties in Table 2 and A.2.
While optimising the 3:2:1 resonance model we realised that
we could actually derive the entire orbit of the non-transiting
planet. By this we mean that we could constrain the inclination
– which avoids transit – and the other orbital angles: the lon-
gitude of periastron, the longitude of ascending node, and the
mean anomaly. We found two different configurations with ib
constrained to below 900. The first has ic ă 900 and i f ą 900
(henceforth configuration I), the second is the opposite with
ic ą 900 and i f ă 900 (configuration II). The configurations
are visualised in Fig. 3, where the impact parameter of the plan-
ets is plotted against the distance to the star. The values and
uncertainties are derived from 1 000 randomly chosen results
from modelling the Kepler and KOINet data in configuration I
in red and in configuration II in blue. Both configurations have
the same probability and are equivalent in all other parameters.
This means that the transit time predictions and shape are the
same for both configurations. The other two configurations, with
either both planets having inclinations below 900 or both above
900, are not chosen by the MCMC optimisation, although al-
lowed and included in the starting positions of the walkers. We
modelled both configurations individually with the same number
of iterations and combined all resulting walkers to extract the re-
sults. Given that the KOINet transit times are located at the 3:2:1
resonance model predictions, we optimised this model on these
light curves together with the Kepler data again in both of the
configurations.
Following this detection we also set the inclination of the
non-transiting planet in the 6:2:1 resonance model as a free pa-
rameter. In this case the inclination did not avoid the transit re-
gion, though it spans a large area where the majority of solu-
tions is in the non-transiting region (about 88 % in a conserva-
tive calculation of the impact parameter b). Nonetheless, we in-
spected the Kepler data for these transits. Based on the mass ratio
to Kepler-82c of 23`2.5´1.9 we can expect transits of larger depths
compared with the other system’s planets. Such transits are not
detected.
4.2. Results
Along with the optimised parameters listed in Table 2 and A.2
we display the KOINet transit light curves in Fig. 2 in black.
These are overplotted with 1 000 model solutions randomly cho-
sen from the MCMC posterior distribution from analysing only
Kepler data in red, and including these KOINet transit light
curves in blue with the 3:2:1 resonance model. Similar to the
O-C plot in Fig. 1 we show the TTV behaviour for the 3:2:1 res-
onance model optimised on all available transit light curves in
comparison to the optimisation on Kepler data only in the ap-
pendix in Fig. A.1. Including the KOINet transit observations
led to a narrowing of the transit time predictions of Kepler-82c
(visible in the Fig. 2 and Fig. A.1) and the shrinkage of the mass
uncertainties of Kepler-82b (see Table A.2). The transit time pre-
dictions for the next fifteen years are listed in Table A.1. Fi-
nally, the parameter correlations are visualised in a corner plot
in Fig. A.3.
5. Discussion
The most prominent signal in the TTVs of the Kepler-82b/c
system is the dynamical interaction with each other due to its
near 2:1 resonance configuration. Xie (2013) calculated nom-
inal masses from the amplitudes of these TTVs and a de-
rived stellar mass from log g and RS under the assumption of
a 2-interacting-planet system. Their derived masses for Kepler-
82b/c are mb “ 87.0`251.8´22.4 MC and mc “ 19.1`55.5´4.9 MC, respec-
tively. Additionally, they derive the planetary radii from single
transit fitting to Rb “ 4.00˘ 1.82 RC and Rc “ 5.35˘ 2.44 RC.
With these values they propose a density ratio of „ 10 for the
planets. In an initial model we tested this 2-planet system with
our photodynamical analysis. We found planetary masses and
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radii with much smaller uncertainties (see Table A.2) that agree
within their errorbars with the values calculated by Xie (2013).
The density ratio of our result is even higher with ρb{ρc „ 14.
The stellar parameters of this analysis show significant de-
viations from literature values that are derived by spectroscopic
observations. The stellar radius with RS “ 1.186`0.074´0.077 is more
than 1σ higher than the measurement by Johnson et al. (2017)
(RS “ 0.99`0.10´0.08 R@) and the quadratic limb darkening coeffi-
cients calculated by Claret & Bloemen (2011) (ATLAS model)
to c1 “ 0.4695 and c2 “ 0.2240 do not fall within the modelled
values (c1 “ 0.31`0.20´0.17, c2 “ 0.66`0.24´0.32).
These stellar parameters as well as the planetary masses, and
with these the densities, become more plausible in their values
when including a third planet in the dynamical analysis. The sig-
nal of such a planet is clearly visible in the TTVs of Kepler-82c
as a jump every three consecutive transits (see Fig. 1). As ex-
plained in Sect. 3, two different configurations of a three-planet
system can explain this chopping effect in the Kepler data. Both
of these include another outer non-transiting planet, near the 3:1
or 3:2 period resonance to Kepler-82c. Including either of these
planets dramatically reduces the mass of Kepler-82b, and thus
also reduces the ratio of the density Kepler-82b to c. Both sys-
tem models are very similar in probability for Kepler data, the
6:2:1 resonance model has a slightly higher χ2red than the 3:2:1
resonance system. With KOINet data we were able to distinguish
between these two models. The detected transits fall at the 3:2:1
model prediction, and one of the observations where no transit
is observed precludes the 6:2:1 model predicted transit time. In
the following we refer to the 3:2:1 resonance model solution on
Kepler and KOINet data when not differently specified.
The density ratio of the resulting Kepler-82b/c planets re-
duces to a factor of „ 2. Such a ratio is no longer very unusual;
the values are discussed in the context of the literature below by
visualising them in a mass-radius diagram. The density of the
new planet can not be determined as, due to the lack of transits,
the radius is not measurable. In addition, the stellar radius and
the limb darkening values fit in with the literature values within
1σ-uncertainty.
At the same time the predicted RV signal reduces from an
amplitude of „ 50 m s´1 for the 2-planets system to about
„ 7.5 m s´1 for the 3-planets system near 3:2:1 resonance. With
Kepler-82 being a relatively faint star (Kp“ 15.158), such a sig-
nal is not measurable with current instruments.
5.1. Previously proposed planets
Bovaird et al. (2015) predicted two additional planets in the
Kepler-82 system with periods of 11.8 ˘ 2.0 days and 120 ˘
20 days based on the Titius-Bode relation. Neither the new planet
proposed here near the 3:2 resonance to Kepler-82c, nor the less
viable option with a planet near the 3:1 resonance, matches the
position of one of the predicted planets. The predicted outer
planet is in between the two possibilities within 3σ distance to
each of them.
5.2. Dynamical stability
Subsequent to the photodynamical analysis we tested the dynam-
ical stability of the modelled systems. With the same integra-
tor, the second-order mixed-variable symplectic algorithm im-
plemented in the mercury6 package by Chambers (1999), we
extend the numerical simulation of the best found solution for
each system configuration to 10 Gyr. For this application the
Table 4. Comparison between TTV inducing frequencies calculated
from periods of the system solution to measured TTV frequencies by
Ofir et al. (2018). Super, chopping, and orbital frequencies are given;
from left to right the table shows the considered planets, the computed
frequency, a match in the Ofir et al. (2018) results (if any), and the
matching frequency.
Planets fcalc [10´4d´1] TTV matching fOfir [10´4d´1]
Super frequencies:
b and c 9.86˘ 0.22 main peak in b 9.82`0.39´0.45
b and f 18.06˘ 0.33 one peak in c 17.9˘ 3.2
c and f 8.18˘ 0.26 main peak in c 8.15˘ 0.12
Chopping frequencies:
b and c 184.2˘ 3.1 no matching peak
b and f 246.1˘ 4.1 no matching peak
c and f 61.9˘ 1.0 one peak in c 58.9˘ 3.2
Orbital frequencies:
b 378.2˘ 6.3 no matching peak
c 194.0˘ 3.2 no matching peak
f 132.1˘ 2.2 no matching peak
post-Newtonian correction (Kidder 1995) was implemented as
well. The integration is done with a time step size of 1 day
which is roughly a twentieth of the innermost planet consid-
ered in our analysis (Kepler-82b). This gives a good compro-
mise between a sufficient sampling for small integration errors
and a reasonable computation time. We tested the stability of
the 2:1 resonance 2 planets solution, the 6:2:1 resonance system
as well as the 3:2:1 resonance 3 planets model that is preferred
by the KOINet data. All of these system configurations survived
the 10 Gyr integration; only the 2-planet system showed chaotic
parameter evolution. A closer inspection of the 6:2:1 resonance
system long-term behaviour showed that given this model we are
observing the transiting planets b and c at a minimum in period-
ically changing eccentricities. The values are ranging in roughly
eb “ 0.002 ´ 0.08 and ec “ 0.004 ´ 0.06. The probability for
the planets to be in this minimum at observation time is below
10%, making this scenario even less likely.
Another indication for stability is the planets to be near res-
onant, but not in resonance. We checked that the modelled plan-
ets are not in resonance through calculating the resonant angles
(Morbidelli 2002), as well as the Laplace resonant angle. All an-
gles are circulating and do not librate, which would be the sign
for the planets to be in resonance.
5.3. TTV frequencies
The frequencies in the TTVs of the Kepler-82 system were anal-
ysed by Ofir et al. (2018). In the TTVs of Kepler-82b they found,
besides the main peak at 9.82`0.39´0.45 ¨ 10´4 d´1, another signif-
icant frequency peak at p101.5 ˘ 2.8q ¨ 10´4 d´1. The main
frequency peak of Kepler-82c is at p8.15 ˘ 0.12q ¨ 10´4 d´1.
In addition to that they found three more peaks in the TTVs at
pp17.9, 58.9, 68.9q ˘ 3.2q ¨ 10´4 d´1. Except for the main peak
of Kepler-82b belonging to the super frequency of the near 2:1
resonance with Kepler-82c, they could not explain the detected
frequencies with super frequencies of all of the mean motion
resonances, orbital frequencies, chopping frequencies, or stro-
boscopic frequencies of the confirmed planets in the system.
In the same manner we computed the super frequencies of
all mean motion resonances, orbital frequencies, and chopping
frequencies of our resulting system from photodynamical anal-
ysis. The calculated frequencies are listed in Table 4. With the
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Fig. 4. Mass-age diagram of Kepler-82 from MESA stellar evolution
models (MIST). The black star and the red, orange, and grey dots corre-
spond to the best matching value and the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ areas derived
from results on the density of the whole set photodynamical modelling
and from the literature values of the effective temperature, the surface
gravity, and the metallicity by Petigura et al. (2017). The gyrochrono-
logic age is indicated in green by a solid line and its 1-σ range as dashed
lines.
exception of two measured frequencies, we can explain them
with interactions of the planets in the modelled system. Signifi-
cantly, the super frequencies from mean motion resonances, ex-
pected to induce TTV signals, match the significant peaks found
by Ofir et al. (2018). The super frequency of Kepler-82b/c cor-
responds to the main peak in the TTVs of Kepler-82b. Kepler-
82c/f have a super frequency that explains the main peak of the
TTVs in Kepler-82c. And finally, the super frequency of Kepler-
82b/f matches a significant peak in the TTVs of Kepler-82c. Ad-
ditionally the chopping frequency of Kepler-82c/f explains an-
other peak of Kepler-82c TTVs. Two of the Ofir et al. (2018)
frequencies with smaller confidence remain unexplained, these
are the p101.5 ˘ 2.8q ¨ 10´4 d´1 frequency in planet b and the
p68.9˘ 3.2q ¨ 10´4 d´1 frequency in planet c.
For comparison, we computed the same frequencies from
the 6:2:1 resonance results. In this case the super frequency of
Kepler-82b/c matches, as expected, with the main peak of the
Kepler-82b frequencies, and the orbital frequency of the third
non-transiting planet matches the p58.9˘ 3.2q ¨ 10´4 d´1 peak.
Besides these, no other matching frequencies were found, espe-
cially the main peak in the TTVs of Kepler-82c is not explained.
5.4. Stellar parameters
Transit measurements provide the information about the stellar
density (Agol & Fabrycky 2018). In our photodynamical analy-
sis we decided to model the stellar radius while fixing the stel-
lar mass. With this parameterisation, the density is modelled as
well. We derived the stellar radius to be RS “ 0.898`0.038´0.017 R@.
The high asymmetry in the uncertainties is attributed to the sym-
metry of the inclination of Kepler-82c around 900. Together with
the stellar mass from Johnson et al. (2017) of mS “ 0.91, this
results in a stellar density of ρS “ 1.77`0.12´0.21 g cm´3.
With this photodynamical-determined density and the mea-
sured stellar parameters (Petigura et al. 2017, from HIRES ob-
Fig. 5. Radius-age diagram of Kepler-82 from MESA stellar evolution
models (MIST). The black star and the red, orange, and grey dots corre-
spond to the best matching value and the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ areas derived
from results on the density of the whole data set photodynamical mod-
elling and from the literature values of the effective temperature, the
surface gravity, and the metallicity by Petigura et al. (2017). The gy-
rochronologic age is indicated in green by a solid line and its 1-σ range
as dashed lines.
servations within the California-Kepler Survey) of the effec-
tive temperature Teff “ 5400.5 ˘ 60 K, the surface gravity
log g “ 4.372˘ 0.100, and metallicity Fe/H “ 0.201 ˘ 0.040
we modelled the stellar radius, mass, and age with stellar evolu-
tion models. We extracted the corresponding values from MESA
(Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015) evolutionary tracks interpolated
by MIST (Dotter 2016; Choi et al. 2016), rejecting values of the
very early evolution below 0.1 Gyr. The results are visualised
in Fig. 4 as a mass-age diagram and in Fig. 5 as a radius-age
diagram with the best-matching value and the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ
areas as a black star and red, orange and grey dots respectively.
For comparison, the gyrochronological stellar age derived be-
low is plotted in green; it fits within the 1σ errorbars. The stel-
lar parameters are derived to be mS “ 0.94`0.03´0.04 M@ for the
mass, RS “ 0.934`0.046´0.016 R@ for the radius, and a stellar age of
τevol “ 6.7`3.0´1.2 Gyr.
We corrected the photodynamically-determined parameters
that depend on stellar mass and radius, namely planetary masses,
semi-major axes, and radii, with these newly determined val-
ues. The corrected values are listed in column six of Table A.2.
The planetary masses and radii of Kepler-82b/c are compared in
Fig. 6 with literature values of planets with masses up to 20 MC
from The Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia3.
For testing the results of the stellar evolution model analy-
sis we applied the gyrochronologic age determination method
to the Kepler-82 system. Therefore we determined its rotation
period from the Kepler long-cadence photometry excluding the
transits of Kepler-82b/c (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982; Zechmeister
& Kürster 2009). There are three small amplitude peaks in the
periodogram; from these the highest-power peak corresponds to
34.7˘0.8 days. Here, the period and error are determined as the
mean and standard deviation from fitting a Gaussian to the peak.
We made use of Barnes (2007, 2009) gyrochronologic estima-
3 http://exoplanet.eu/
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Fig. 6. Mass-radius diagram for known planets with masses up to
20 MC. In yellow are the planets with mass measurements obtained by
RVs and in green the planets with mass measurements obtained from
TTVs. The data are given by The Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia.
Our results are shown in red (Kepler-82b) and in blue (Kepler-82c).
For comparison also the values of Uranus and Neptune are shown, the
Neptune-like planet pair of our solar system.
tion for determining the age of Kepler-82 based on its rotational
period:
logpτGyroq “ 1n rlog P´ log a´ bˆ logpB-V´ cqs , (1)
with a “ 0.770˘ 0.014, b “ 0.553˘ 0.052, c “ 0.472˘ 0.027,
and n “ 0.519 ˘ 0.007. Assuming the spectral type G7 for
Kepler-82 leads to B-V “ 0.721 (Everett et al. 2012). Following
the Barnes (2009) error estimation, we derive the gyrochrono-
logical age of Kepler-82 to be 6.8 ˘ 1.1 Gyr. This value fits the
age determined by stellar evolution models very well within the
1σ range. It is indicated with green in the mass-age and radius-
age diagram (Fig. 4 and 5) with the mean as a solid line and the
standard deviation in dashed lines.
From the recently published second Gaia data release (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018) the effective temperature and
the stellar radius were calculated to be Teff “ 5401 ˘ 180 K
and RS “ 0.854`0.043´0.046 R@ by Berger et al. (2018). While the
effective temperature perfectly fits the HIRES value, the stellar
radius is significantly smaller. It fits within the 1σ range of the
value derived by the photodynamical analysis, and within the
2σ range the value derived with the stellar evolution models.
The distance of Kepler-82 is determined to 905`21´22 pc by Berger
et al. (2018).
The discrepancy between stellar parameters derived by
GAIA and by the combination of the photodynamical analy-
sis and spectroscopic parameters could be a hint of another star
that contaminates the light of Kepler-82. Inspecting a small re-
gion around Kepler-82 revealed a star about two magnitudes
fainter at 10 arcsec distance. This distance is large enough so
that the Kepler light curve should not be contaminated by this
star. In the unlikely case of contamination, the radii of the plan-
ets would be underestimated by ten percent in maximum. That
would make Kepler-82c to be an even more puffed-up exoplanet
in the Neptune-like regime. The stellar radius and hence the den-
sity should not be affected by the light of a second star, as it is
dependent upon the transit duration which is not changed. This
agrees well with the fact that the photodynamical determined
stellar radius matches the GAIA radius within its errorbars. It
should be noted that the largest discrepancy is between the GAIA
and the spectroscopic measurement, whereas the photodynami-
cal one is in between. A further research of this deviance is be-
yond the scope of this paper.
6. Conclusions
In this work the first dynamical analysis of the Kepler-82 sys-
tem was carried out, resulting in the discovery of a fifth planet.
The signal of this planet is found in the TTVs of Kepler-82c.
In addition to the sinusoidal behaviour due to the interaction
with Kepler-82b being near the 2:1 resonance, the TTVs show
the so called chopping signal manifesting in a jump every three
consecutive transits. After optimising a 2-planet photodynami-
cal model near the 2:1 resonance to the Kepler long- and short-
cadence data, we analysed the data with two different 3-planet
system models. The systems differ in the ratio of the distance of
the outermost fifth planet to Kepler-82c, either a 6:2:1 or a 3:2:1
near-resonant system were possible. The first evidence that the
3:2:1 resonance system model was the correct assumption was
provided by the χ2red, which is a little better than the one from
analysing with the 6:2:1 resonance model. The 3:2:1 resonance
model is also more favourable considering the mass of planet f
is of the same order as planets b and c. This system model better
fits into the ’peas in a pod’ architecture of most systems found by
Kepler (Weiss et al. 2018). This is emphasised by the light curves
collected in the framework of KOINet. The three new transit ob-
servations prefer the 3:2:1 resonance model and in addition a
light curve including no transit measurement was taken during
the time where a transit was predicted by the 6:2:1 resonance
model. Additionally, the avoidance of inclinations that lead to
transits by the third planet in near 3:2 resonance fits very well
with the observations. Finally, with the periods of the planets in
the 3:2:1 resonance system, except for two of them the frequen-
cies in the TTVs of Kepler-82b/c detected by Ofir et al. (2018)
can be explained by the super and the chopping frequencies. The
most important point here is that Ofir et al. (2018) noticed a sig-
nificant offset in the highest amplitude frequency of the TTVs of
Kepler-82c from the near 2:1 mean motion resonance frequency.
This peak is explained by the super frequency of the near 3:2
resonance of Kepler-82f and Kepler-82c. We conclude with an-
nouncing the detection of a fifth planet positioned in near 3:2
resonance to Kepler-82c. After the recent discovery of Kepler-
411e (Sun et al. 2019), Kepler-82f is the second non-transiting
planet detected via the TTVs of two other planets.
Determining the correct system architecture is important for
modelling the right planet compositions. These highly depend
on the assumed system architecture. The 2-planet model with
significantly higher χ2red supposes a density ratio between planet
b and c of about „ 14, whereas in the 3:2:1 resonance model
especially the mass of Kepler-82b drops by about an order of
magnitude resulting in a much more common (and reasonable)
density ratio of „ 2.
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Appendix A: Additional plots and tables
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Fig. A.1. O-C diagram of Kepler-82b at the top
and Kepler-82c at the bottom with transit times
from modelling the transits individually. The
black points refer to the transit data from the
Kepler telescope. The red points are the individ-
ual transit times from the new KOINet observa-
tions. The grey area indicates the 68.3 % confi-
dence interval of the 3:2:1 resonance model fit-
ted to the Kepler long- and short-cadence data
only, the grey line is the best χ2 solution. The
blue area indicates the same model solution ap-
plied to Kepler and KOINet data respectively.
d e b c f
Fig. A.2. The configurations of the Kepler-82 system. With the star in grey on the left side and the observer on the right side this shows the two
different configurations: b in violet has the same position in both, c and f in red shows configuration I and in blue configuration II. The grey area
indicates the region of impact parameters below one. The distances are true to scale with the stellar radius. Additionally, the two inner planets are
plotted in green, the data are taken from the NASA Exoplanet Archive. They are plotted on both sides because we did not include them in the
photodynamical analysis and hence we do not know how they behave in the two configurations.
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Fig. A.3. Correlation plot of all fit parameters from modelling the 3:2:1 resonance model to Kepler long- and short-cadence and KOINet data.
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Table A.1. Ephemerides E and transit time predictions in BJD-2400000.0 from modelling Kepler and KOINet data for the next 15 years.
E BJD E BJD E BJD E BJD
Kepler-82b:
133 58491.2327p78q 188 59945.6559p140q 243 61400.0816p164q 298 62854.5228p154q
134 58517.6757p80q 189 59972.1003p141q 244 61426.5237p164q 299 62880.9705p152q
135 58544.1187p81q 190 59998.5465p141q 245 61452.9658p165q 300 62907.4159p152q
136 58570.5609p83q 191 60024.9908p141q 246 61479.4095p165q 301 62933.8627p151q
137 58597.0068p84q 192 60051.4355p142q 247 61505.8527p166q 302 62960.3066p151q
138 58623.4495p86q 193 60077.8793p143q 248 61532.2962p166q 303 62986.7544p150q
139 58649.8947p86q 194 60104.3241p142q 249 61558.7399p167q 304 63013.1981p150q
140 58676.3391p88q 195 60130.7667p143q 250 61585.1852p167q 305 63039.6433p149q
141 58702.7857p88q 196 60157.2097p144q 251 61611.6291p167q 306 63066.0878p149q
142 58729.2287p90q 197 60183.6534p145q 252 61638.0751p167q 307 63092.5323p148q
143 58755.6765p90q 198 60210.0953p145q 253 61664.5197p168q 308 63118.9747p148q
144 58782.1205p92q 199 60236.5371p147q 254 61690.9672p167q 309 63145.4188p148q
145 58808.5676p91q 200 60262.9801p148q 255 61717.4115p168q 310 63171.8614p149q
146 58835.0118p93q 201 60289.4217p148q 256 61743.8595p167q 311 63198.3035p149q
147 58861.4591p93q 202 60315.8630p150q 257 61770.3053p167q 312 63224.7456p149q
148 58887.9031p94q 203 60342.3056p151q 258 61796.7530p166q 313 63251.1875p150q
149 58914.3495p94q 204 60368.7475p152q 259 61823.1979p166q 314 63277.6289p150q
150 58940.7934p96q 205 60395.1890p153q 260 61849.6473p164q 315 63304.0698p151q
151 58967.2398p95q 206 60421.6317p155q 261 61876.0919p165q 316 63330.5110p152q
152 58993.6827p97q 207 60448.0743p156q 262 61902.5393p163q 317 63356.9527p152q
153 59020.1276p97q 208 60474.5168p157q 263 61928.9854p163q 318 63383.3930p154q
154 59046.5716p98q 209 60500.9603p158q 264 61955.4328p161q 319 63409.8340p155q
155 59073.0148p99q 210 60527.4037p159q 265 61981.8771p161q 320 63436.2758p155q
156 59099.4571p100q 211 60553.8485p160q 266 62008.3245p160q 321 63462.7167p156q
157 59125.9010p101q 212 60580.2918p162q 267 62034.7689p159q 322 63489.1580p158q
158 59152.3426p102q 213 60606.7375p162q 268 62061.2140p158q 323 63515.6009p159q
159 59178.7840p104q 214 60633.1824p163q 269 62087.6584p158q 324 63542.0429p160q
160 59205.2266p105q 215 60659.6285p163q 270 62114.1031p157q 325 63568.4846p161q
161 59231.6677p107q 216 60686.0730p165q 271 62140.5463p156q 326 63594.9293p161q
162 59258.1085p108q 217 60712.5216p164q 272 62166.9898p156q 327 63621.3717p162q
163 59284.5502p110q 218 60738.9659p165q 273 62193.4328p155q 328 63647.8158p163q
164 59310.9914p112q 219 60765.4137p165q 274 62219.8757p154q 329 63674.2594p164q
165 59337.4321p114q 220 60791.8599p166q 275 62246.3176p154q 330 63700.7052p164q
166 59363.8735p116q 221 60818.3081p164q 276 62272.7598p155q 331 63727.1480p165q
167 59390.3151p117q 222 60844.7527p166q 277 62299.2023p154q 332 63753.5951p165q
168 59416.7567p119q 223 60871.2021p165q 278 62325.6436p154q 333 63780.0389p166q
169 59443.1983p121q 224 60897.6472p165q 279 62352.0850p154q 334 63806.4861p165q
170 59469.6408p123q 225 60924.0946p164q 280 62378.5279p154q 335 63832.9296p167q
171 59496.0836p125q 226 60950.5402p165q 281 62404.9690p154q 336 63859.3772p166q
172 59522.5265p126q 227 60976.9875p163q 282 62431.4105p155q 337 63885.8215p167q
173 59548.9693p128q 228 61003.4318p163q 283 62457.8536p155q 338 63912.2682p166q
174 59575.4148p129q 229 61029.8781p163q 284 62484.2956p155q 339 63938.7120p167q
175 59601.8574p131q 230 61056.3226p163q 285 62510.7379p155q 340 63965.1594p167q
176 59628.3030p132q 231 61082.7678p162q 286 62537.1817p156q 341 63991.6023p168q
177 59654.7478p134q 232 61109.2114p162q 287 62563.6254p156q 342 64018.0479p167q
178 59681.1942p134q 233 61135.6556p162q 288 62590.0680p156q 343 64044.4922p168q
179 59707.6379p136q 234 61162.0995p161q 289 62616.5136p156q 344 64070.9364p168q
180 59734.0866p136q 235 61188.5422p162q 290 62642.9573p156q 345 64097.3789p169q
181 59760.5308p137q 236 61214.9851p162q 291 62669.4031p155q 346 64123.8236p170q
182 59786.9783p137q 237 61241.4285p162q 292 62695.8471p156q 347 64150.2657p171q
183 59813.4238p139q 238 61267.8702p162q 293 62722.2942p155q 348 64176.7075p172q
184 59839.8718p138q 239 61294.3120p162q 294 62748.7387p155q 349 64203.1501p173q
185 59866.3161p140q 240 61320.7550p162q 295 62775.1860p155q 350 64229.5917p174q
186 59892.7641p139q 241 61347.1967p163q 296 62801.6304p155q 351 64256.0326p175q
187 59919.2089p141q 242 61373.6382p163q 297 62828.0789p153q 352 64282.4739p177q
Notes. The median and standard deviation solution of 1000 randomly chosen good models. Reference times for ephemeris E=1:
Tb “ 54974.2409p12q and Tc “ 54955.5862p22q
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Table A.1. continued.
E BJD E BJD E BJD E BJD
Kepler-82c:
69 58511.9213p51q 97 59955.0537p94q 125 61398.0596p170q 153 62841.1069p181q
70 58563.4587p50q 98 60006.5884p106q 126 61449.5997p168q 154 62892.6426p169q
71 58615.0271p63q 99 60058.1120p99q 127 61501.1194p171q 155 62944.1653p168q
72 58666.5477p58q 100 60109.6316p109q 128 61552.6564p211q 156 62995.7474p207q
73 58718.0834p51q 101 60161.1717p114q 129 61604.1925p205q 157 63047.2834p187q
74 58769.6185p58q 102 60212.6931p118q 130 61655.7116p210q 158 63098.8153p183q
75 58821.1380p52q 103 60264.2227p140q 131 61707.2758p266q 159 63150.4148p180q
76 58872.6773p49q 104 60315.7634p137q 132 61758.8083p257q 160 63201.9487p157q
77 58924.1995p49q 105 60367.2860p141q 133 61810.3307p263q 161 63253.4866p151q
78 58975.7233p48q 106 60418.8402p184q 134 61861.9183p295q 162 63305.0819p114q
79 59027.2653p47q 107 60470.3785p177q 135 61913.4470p279q 163 63356.6105p113q
80 59078.7886p49q 108 60521.9032p183q 136 61964.9745p281q 164 63408.1497p119q
81 59130.3301p62q 109 60573.4843p225q 137 62016.5681p261q 165 63459.7170p151q
82 59181.8732p58q 110 60625.0176p219q 138 62068.0914p244q 166 63511.2413p161q
83 59233.4008p59q 111 60676.5439p228q 139 62119.6225p243q 167 63562.7815p162q
84 59284.9733p87q 112 60728.1367p240q 140 62171.2001p178q 168 63614.3177p210q
85 59336.5156p80q 113 60779.6613p234q 141 62222.7205p171q 169 63665.8397p210q
86 59388.0482p83q 114 60831.1886p243q 142 62274.2547p175q 170 63717.3808p207q
87 59439.6448p102q 115 60882.7736p213q 143 62325.8041p127q 171 63768.9029p219q
88 59491.1819p98q 116 60934.2908p211q 144 62377.3249p129q 172 63820.4267p202q
89 59542.7160p107q 117 60985.8186p220q 145 62428.8641p135q 173 63871.9669p202q
90 59594.3141p102q 118 61037.3776p167q 146 62480.3915p129q 174 63923.4873p200q
91 59645.8400p104q 119 61088.8929p171q 147 62531.9134p133q 175 63975.0305p161q
92 59697.3710p116q 120 61140.4255p182q 148 62583.4535p135q 176 64026.5707p159q
93 59748.9480p90q 121 61191.9578p149q 149 62634.9733p137q 177 64078.0964p152q
94 59800.4643p96q 122 61243.4763p155q 150 62686.5010p148q 178 64129.6718p140q
95 59851.9942p111q 123 61295.0151p161q 151 62738.0382p144q 179 64181.2144p132q
96 59903.5382p85q 124 61346.5365p157q 152 62789.5566p144q 180 64232.7492p127q
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Table A.2. Stellar and planetary parameters from the photodynamical modelling of the 2:1 resonance solution on Kepler long- and short-cadence
data, the 6:2:1 resonance solution on Kepler data, the 3:2:1 resonance solution on Kepler data, the 3:2:1 resonance solution on Kepler data and the
three KOINet transit light curves, and some corrections from investigating stellar evolution models in Sect. 5.4.
Parameter Kepler data Kepler data Kepler data Kepler & MESA
KOINet data
2:1 6:2:1 3:2:1 3:2:1 3:2:1
Kepler-82b
mb{mS 0.000682`0.000021´0.000022 0.0000563`0.0000072´0.0000076 0.0000374`0.0000069´0.0000055 0.0000401`0.0000028´0.0000025
m˚b rMCs 207˘ 10 17.1`2.3´2.4 11.3`2.1´1.7 12.15`0.96´0.87 12.5`0.9´1.0
ab,corr 0.9999097`0.0000067´0.0000066 0.999927˘ 0.000011 0.9999605`0.0000057´0.0000058 0.9999606`0.0000042´0.0000041
a˚b rAUs 0.1684˘ 0.0021 0.1683˘ 0.0020 0.1683˘ 0.0020 0.1683˘ 0.0020 0.1702`0.0018´0.0024
P˚b rds 26.44˘ 0.48 26.44˘ 0.48 26.44˘ 0.48 26.44˘ 0.48 26.44`0.42´0.56
eb 0.01737`0.00068´0.00067 0.0024
`0.0011
´0.0013 0.0030
`0.0024
´0.0019 0.0033
`0.0019
´0.0017
ib r0s 88.49`0.18´0.16 89.109`0.032´0.066 89.031`0.068´0.096 89.052`0.049´0.096
Ωb r0s 0 (fixed)
ωb r0s 254.6˘ 1.3 214`37´43 231`29´46 236`23´26
Mb,corr r0s 0.079˘ 0.018 ´0.094`0.023´0.021 ´0.026`0.019´0.021 ´0.025`0.019´0.020
M˚b r0s 354.6˘ 1.3 35`43´37 18`46´29 13`26´23
Rb{RS 0.04428`0.00127´0.00135 0.04125`0.00040´0.00039 0.04166`0.00053´0.00050 0.04159`0.00049´0.00045
R˚b rRCs 5.74`0.54´0.57 3.96`0.15´0.06 4.13`0.24´0.16 4.07`0.24´0.10 4.24`0.22´0.09
ρ˚b rg cm´3s 6.0`2.2´1.4 1.49`0.19´0.21 0.88`0.19´0.17 0.98`0.11´0.16
Kepler-82c
mc{mb 0.156˘ 0.012 1.06˘ 0.14 1.23`0.21´0.20 1.14`0.14´0.13
mc˚ rMCs 32.2˘ 2.2 18.0`1.8´2.0 13.9`1.4´1.6 13.9`1.3´1.2 14.3˘ 1.3
ac,corr 1.003856`0.000095´0.000099 0.999860
`0.000041
´0.000044 0.999934
`0.000030
´0.000029 0.999947
`0.000018
´0.000019
ac˚ rAUs 0.2637˘ 0.0032 0.2626˘ 0.0032 0.2626˘ 0.0032 0.2626˘ 0.0032 0.2655`0.0028´0.0038
Pc˚ rds 51.84˘ 0.95 51.53˘ 0.94 51.53˘ 0.94 51.54˘ 0.94 51.5`0.8´1.1
ec 0.0685`0.0015´0.0014 0.0103
`0.0030
´0.0034 0.0072
`0.0019
´0.0017 0.0070
`0.0016
´0.0018
ic r0s config. I 89.19`0.13´0.10 89.96˘ 0.18 90.18`0.17´0.18 90.15`0.18´0.22
ic r0s config. II 90.76`0.12´0.13 - 89.73`0.14´0.12 89.78`0.17´0.15
Ωc r0s config. I 0.01`0.09´0.10 1.6`1.3´1.4 1.8`2.0´2.1 1.6˘ 2.1
Ωc r0s config. II 0.29˘ 0.10 - - -
ωc r0s 271.50`0.69´0.67 268`13´16 161`12´24 162`12´20
Mc,corr r0s ´0.952`0.042´0.044 ´0.554`0.018´0.019 ´0.509`0.020´0.019 ´0.507˘ 0.020
Mc˚ r0s 19.99`0.75´0.78 25`16´13 132`23´12 131`20´12
Rc{RS 0.0578`0.0017´0.0019 0.05423`0.00048´0.00047 0.05461`0.00073´0.00053 0.05453`0.00068´0.00053
Rc˚ rRCs 7.49`0.72´0.77 5.19`0.20´0.06 5.41`0.33´0.20 5.34`0.32´0.13 5.56`0.28´0.11
ρc˚ rg cm´3s 0.42`0.16´0.11 0.693`0.077´0.083 0.480`0.085´0.088 0.494`0.070´0.083
Kepler-82f
m f {mc - 23.0`2.8´2.1 1.50`0.17´0.16 1.50`0.16´0.13
m˚f rMCs - 415˘ 23 20.9˘ 1.0 20.9˘ 1.0 21.6`1.0´1.2
P f {Pc - 3.1245`0.0023´0.0027 1.46969`0.00044´0.00041 1.46940`0.00023´0.00022
P˚f [d] - 161.03
`0.12
´0.14 75.747
`0.023
´0.021 75.732˘ 0.012
a˚f rAUs - 0.5616˘ 0.0068 0.3395˘ 0.0041 0.3395˘ 0.0041 0.3432`0.0037´0.0049
e f - 0.0912`0.0066´0.0047 0.0016
`0.0022
´0.0013 0.0014
`0.0018
´0.0010
i f r0s config. I - 90.6`3.7´2.9 86.21`0.78´0.68 86.30˘ 0.56
i f r0s config. II - - 93.63`0.61´0.67 93.62`0.56´0.72
Ω f r0s - 1.7`1.2´1.7 1.9˘ 2.2 1.6`2.2´2.1
ω f r0s - 279.5`4.3´4.7 77`67´62 62`70´47
M f r0s - 92.5`4.5´4.4 111`61´67 125`47´70
Notes. Listed are the median values and 68.26% confidence interval from the MCMC posterior distribution. The osculating orbital elements are
given at a reference time, BJD = 2454933.0. p˚qDerived, not fitted parameters.
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Table A.2. continued.
Parameter Kepler data Kepler data Kepler data Kepler & MESA
KOINet data
2:1 6:2:1 3:2:1 3:2:1 3:2:1
Kepler-82
mS rM@s 0.91˘ 0.03 (fixed, Johnson et al. 2017) 0.94`0.03´0.04
RS rRds 1.186`0.082´0.085 0.880`0.025´0.010 0.907`0.042´0.026 0.898`0.042´0.018 0.934`0.046´0.016
ρ˚S rg cm´3s 0.77`0.19´0.14 1.89`0.06´0.15 1.72`0.16´0.22 1.77`0.11´0.23
c1,Kepler 0.31`0.23´0.19 0.498
`0.064
´0.074 0.515
`0.048
´0.062 0.522
`0.054
´0.075
c2,Kepler 0.66`0.26´0.36 0.19
`0.13
´0.11 0.134
`0.090
´0.073 0.12
`0.14
´0.09
Notes. Listed are the median values and 68.26% confidence interval from the MCMC posterior distribution. The osculating orbital elements are
given at a reference time, BJD = 2454933.0. p˚qDerived, not fitted parameters.
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